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The Unique Exotic Statement Saying of New Immigrant Female—on North American Female Writers and their Novels 
II 
Abstract 
In the background of global diversity, the New Immigrant Female Writers in 
North America with their unique exotic statement and culture of gender identity, their 
creation of the novel texts show their new qualities which are different from the early 
Chinese Immigrant Female Writers, the Female Writers in the domestic at the same 
period as well as the New Immigrant Men Writers. In recent years, New Immigrant 
Female Writers in North America are writing positively and actively, but the 
researches on their novel texts are relatively backward. So the text researches and 
culture researches of this group, which are helped to explore their description of 
exotic statement and the shape of their spirit, are very necessary and have practical 
significance for us to learn their thinking of life and the grasping of feelings as well as 
the unique aesthetic experience and culture values they provide us. 
This thesis is divided into four parts. 
The part of Introduction will define a few concepts: such as “overseas Chinese 
Literature” , “New Immigrant Literature”, “Female Writing”, and so on, definitude 
the research starting point, research themes and research method of this thesis, it 
makes out that this thesis will use the Gender Studies as the starting point, use the 
Female Writing as the main research subject, this thesis will use the method of text 
analysis combined with cultural research, through art interpretation, which shows the 
unique aesthetic value and the literary history value of Female text. 
Chapter one reveals the New Immigrant Female described by the New 
Immigrant Female Writer in North America encountered by the embarrassing 
identity of “The Multi-edge people”. This chapter will analysis the writing of the 
special statement, which is about the edge of the mainstream culture and the edge of 
the gender culture that New Immigrant Female are in, tries to reveal this kind of 
“weaker and weaker” female image of Chinese New Immigrant Female which is 
posed by the identity of “The Multi-edge People”, as well as their embarrassing 















Chapter Two searches the struggling consciousness and going beyond 
consciousness in the novel texts of New Immigrants Female Writer in North America 
which describe The New Immigrant Female. This chapter is trying to analysis the 
struggling against the oppression of the mainstream culture and the male culture in the 
escape, as well as the pursuit and building new and unique female image which are 
conveyed by the writing of New Immigrant Female, revealing the unique literary value 
of North America Female Writes’ thinking of the New Immigrant Female’ identity 
and the building of the image construction. 
In the part of conclusion, there is a point that the North American Immigrant 
Female's writing is the special saying sheltered in the post-colonial theory about the 
Chinese women of the Third World in the foreign statement, with their special history 
literature value. Of course, the thesis is also trying to show their limitations which 
reflected in the novel texts that they are willing to their lost identity to some extent. 
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